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WHY VALUE DIVERSITY?
It broadens and deepens both the educational experience and the
scholarly environment, as students and faculty learn to interact
effectively with each other, preparing them to participate in an
increasingly complex and pluralistic society.
It promotes mutual respect and makes possible the full, effective use
of the talents and abilities of all to foster innovation and train future
leadership.
It is a source of innovative ideas and creative accomplishments.

From the University of California Diversity Statement
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THE DIVERSITY “BONUS”
“Substantial evidence suggests that functional and identity
diverse groups are more innovative…studies also suggest
that groups whose members have diverse preferences are
more creative.”
Scott Page, The Difference, 2007
Princeton University Press, p. 327
“The

diverse group almost always outperforms the group of
the best by a substantial margin.”
See Lu Hong and Scott Page
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (2002)

MAKING EXCELLENCE INCLUSIVE
Campuses must create synergy within and across
organizational systems through:
The alignment of structures
Politics
Curricular frameworks
Faculty development policies
Resources symbols
Cultures
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MAKING EXCELLENCE INCLUSIVE
Successful change calls for a sophisticated approach
that attends to all of these organizational complexities.
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SENATE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
Adopted by the Assembly of the Academic Senate May 10, 2006
Endorsed by the President of the University of California June 30, 2006
Adopted as Amended by the Assembly of the Academic Senate April 22, 2009
Endorsed as Amended by the President of the University of California August 17, 2010

The diversity of the people of California has been the source of innovative
ideas and creative accomplishments throughout the state’s history into the
present. Diversity – a defining feature of California’s past, present, and
future – refers to the variety of personal experiences, values, and worldviews
that arise from differences of culture and circumstance. Such differences
include race, ethnicity, gender, age, religion, language, abilities/disabilities,
sexual orientation, gender identity, socioeconomic status, and geographic
region, and more.
.

Because the core mission of the University of California is to serve the
interests of the State of California, it must seek to achieve diversity
among its student bodies and among its employees. The State of
California has a compelling interest in making sure that people from all
backgrounds perceive that access to the University is possible for
talented students, staff, and faculty from all groups.

The knowledge that the University of California is open to qualified
students from all groups, and thus serves all parts of the community
equitably, helps sustain the social fabric of the State.

DIVERSITY AT UCLA

Principles Of Community

The University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) is an institution
that is firmly rooted in its land-grant mission of teaching, research
and public service. The campus community is committed to
discovery and innovation, creative and collaborative
achievements, debate and critical inquiry, in an open and
inclusive environment that nurtures the growth and development
of all faculty, students, administration and staff.

DIVERSITY AT UCLA

• Holistic Admissions Policy
• Faculty Hiring Process
• Diversity Tenure and Promotion Standard

• UC Climate Survey
• UC Diversity Requirement (November 2014)

DIVERSITY AT UCLA
• Rules to protect workers form discrimination based on
sexual orientation and gender identity
• Office of Equity, Diversity and Inclusion
• Discrimination Prevention Officers

• Equity Advisors/Diversity Specialists
(Schools/Program)

QUESTIONS
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